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Abstract 

ISO 26262 is an international standard about functional safety published on 2011, aiming to avoid 
failure in safety related electrical and electronic systems in passenger cars. A corresponding standard 
for heavy vehicles is expected to be published in a few years’ time. In order to be well-prepared, the 
heavy vehicle manufacturer Scania decides to start investigating what impact ISO26262 can bring.  

At Scania, modularization is one of the most important features of the product, which means several 
modules can be combined together into a vehicle in a variety of ways, so that highly configurable 
products can be provided for the customer. Huge number of unique module combinations bring big 
challenges to systems integration testing department REST/I in Scania because of limited time and 
resource availability for testing. Nowadays, people in REST/I deal with the variant mainly based on 
human experience, which is quite difficult to obtain the exact complete variant information and 
concrete testing coverage. In order to fulfill the requirement related with variant handling in 
ISO26262, better variant handling methods are proposed in this thesis, which can mainly be divided 
into two parts: method for variant generating and method for configuration selecting. To simplify 
the implementation work of this thesis, only the ECU components are focused on (other 
components such as sensors are ignored), and the risk-based feature is not added to the 
configuration selecting. Variant generating is to generate variant information from Allocation 
Element Diagram in Sesamm database systematically. According to the generated variant 
information, the configuration can be selected automatically by Greedy best-first-search algorithm 
based on the proposed testing coverage metrics. Since all these work can be done automatically by 
computer, REST/I not only can work more efficiently by saving a lot of labor resource, but also can 
avoid mistakes caused by anthropogenic factors. However, not all the data needed for the 
automation are existed today, so the suggestions for consummation of the data to be ready for 
implementing the proposed methods are also mentioned in this thesis. 
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1 Introduction 

The heavy vehicle manufacturer Scania has started investigating the impact of ISO26262 can bring in 
order to be well prepared for the coming of the corresponding standard for heavy vehicles in the 
near future. Variant handling problem of embedded system testing on vehicle level is one of the 
major gaps between ISO26262 and Scania, and is also one of the biggest challenges for complete 
vehicle level testing group in Scania. 

A wide range of products are produced at Scania, using different types of modules combined 
together in a very large number of vehicle-configurations. Taking benefit from this modular system, 
the feature of highly vehicle customization can be carried out for the customer. Various automotive 
components and features are combined together in the form of an appropriate configuration and 
almost all vehicles are built differently. All these individual components can be combined together in 
a variety of ways, resulting in a huge number of possible vehicle configurations [1]. Based on this 
modularization feature of Scania product, what configurations are going to be sold totally depend on 
what the customer will order after the module production. Moreover, from the “4-8 Item integration 
and testing” part of ISO26262, the standard gives the requirement that for each configuration, the 
compliance of safety requirement shall be provided if the system uses configurations. This brings 
challenges to the testing groups in Scania, because in order to ensure that the any vehicle ordered 
by the customer is always in good quality, the testing groups have to verify that each buildable 
configurations should be able to work fine without faults, which usually brings huge workload. 

The embedded systems testing work performed in Scania are organized by different levels, ranging 
from the lowest coding level to highest complete vehicle level. REST and RESI are the two testing 
groups working on complete vehicle level in Scania, performing tests on real vehicle and integration 
lab respectively. The main work is to test the newly-upgraded functionalities of the vehicle in each 
test round, by verifying the communication on the vehicle’s main CAN buses. Since most of the 
Function requirements are verified by the Function testers on lower levels, REST/I should test 
functionality widely rather than deeply, i.e. more focus on configuration testing than performance. 
Because of this specified demand, variant handling problem is even more difficult to solve on 
complete vehicle level than other lower test levels. However, it is impossible to test all 
configurations for each User Function needed to be tested because of the limited time and resource 
availability.  

This thesis aims at analyzing the impact of ISO26262 on vehicle level variant handling for embedded 
systems testing, by proposing some methods to handle variant and giving some suggested works 
needed to be done in order to be ready to use the proposed methods. The general structure of this 
thesis is explained below. In Chapter 2, ISO26262 and Scania, especially the System Integration 
Testing Department REST/I are briefly introduced as the background of this thesis. Some study on 
the previous relevant thesis work is done, which is summarized in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes the 
variant handling problem in REST/I, which derives the objective and main focus of this thesis. 
Chapter 5 and 6 are the core parts of this thesis, explaining the proposed method of systematic 
variant generating and automatic configuration selecting. Chapter 7 gives the summary and 
conclusion. Some possible future works are listed in Chapter 8. 
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2 Background 

2.1 ISO26262 

ISO stands for the International Organization for Standardization which is a worldwide federation of 
national standards bodies, with the purpose of creating International Standards. ISO26262 is an 
adaptation of previous standard IEC 61508 with the focus on the functional safety of Electrical / 
Electronic on passenger road vehicles with a maximum gross weight up to 3500 kg. It aims at 
avoiding human injury directly / indirectly caused by the malfunction of Electrical / Electronic 
systems. ISO26262 includes guidance to avoid risks by providing appropriate requirements and 
processes based on the V-model as a reference model for different phases of product development 
[2]. 

 

Figure 2.1 Overview of ISO26262. The clause marked with red is focused on for this thesis. 

In ISO26262, “functional safety” is defined as “absence of unreasonable risk due to hazards caused 
by malfunctioning behavior of E/E systems”. In the Part 2 on “Management of functional safety”, the 
general functional safety plan over the whole safety lifecycle is required to be made and the role 
safety manager is introduced as the one responsible for the functional safety management during 
the whole process. In the Part 3 on “Concept phase”, the concept of item is defined, which is the 
system or the group of systems that implements a function at vehicle level. Hazard analysis is 
required to be performed to assign the safety goals, which generates the functional safety 
requirements. The hazards are classified into different ASILs (automotive safety integrity levels) for 
each item. The product development is mainly carried out from Part 4 to Part 6 in the standard 
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based on the V-model. High level V-model is used for development on vehicle or system level. The 
development on hardware/software level also has its own local V-model. If there are nested sub-
systems, the V-model developing process shall be performed iteratively. During the development on 
different levels, the functional safety requirements are firstly broken down to technical safety 
requirements, then to hardware / software safety requirements. The ASIL level for each element 
shall get inherited or decomposed as needed. After the product development, the production can be 
operated. Part 8 and Part 9 in the standard explain some processes in more detail which are 
commonly performed in the previous phases.  

Although ISO26262 is only intended to be applied to the passenger cars with a maximum gross 
weight up to 3500 kg, a corresponding standard for heavy vehicles is expected to be published in a 
few years’ time. In order to be well-prepared, the heavy vehicle manufacturer Scania decides to start 
investigating what impact ISO26262 can bring on its current developing process.  

 

 

2.2 Scania 

The history of Scania started in year 1891 when Vabis was founded in Södertälje for manufacturing 
railway carriages. Scania AB was on other hand founded year 1900 in Malmö. Initially it produced 
bicycles. Nowadays, Scania is present in over 100 countries around the world with more than 34000 
employees. The main product portfolio contains trucks, buses and industry and marine engines. The 
headquarter and R&D factory are located in Södertälje, where there are about 9000 employees 
active today. 

  

Figure 2.2 Main products of Scania, truck, bus and engine 

“Scania house” in Figure 2.3 is used to illustrate the Scania product development process in R&D 
factory. By working according to this model, Scania will ensure a reliable and continuous 
improvement of the development process. The grey fundament represents the core values at Scania, 
“Customer first”, “Respect for the individual” and “Elimination of waste”, which can be considered 
as a guideline and shall be a natural part of the working day all over Scania. Upon these core values 
there are some principles that are to be followed in the daily work, which are “Standardized 
methods”, “Modularisation”, “Continuous Evolution of Properties Planned in Small Steps (CEPPSS)”, 
“Cross-functional and parallel”, “Visualisation” and “Balancing”. Also, all work processes are a part of 
a product flow which continuously improves. This flow oriented work process is a part of the 
“Normal situation”. The process flow shall always be “Demand driven” of the customer perspective 
and “Right from me” means that the agreement in the previous and next stage in the work flow and 
take action to resolve deviations from it. In the green box inside the “house”, there are four 
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prioritizations that shall be taken under consideration during the work process. The list of priorities 
are set according to importance, “Health and environment” shall always be prioritized most. The 
second most is “Quality” then “Delivery precision” and last “Cost”. The roof, named “Continuous 
improvement” represent what in some cases can be seen as the engine in the product development 
process. The process of improving work takes place in operations, work flows and around systems 
and methods. Improvements shall always be priorities and waste shall be eliminated. 

 

Figure 2.3 Scania house [3] 

 

2.2.1 Scania modularized product system 
Modularisation is one of the principles that are to be followed in the daily work in “Scania house”. It 
is one of the major strengths for Scania. Scania modularized product system gives the possibility to 
customize the configuration of the vehicle to satisfy the needs of individual costumer. This means 
that Scania does not mass-produce vehicles. Nearly each vehicle is uniquely configured with 
different electronic and mechanical modules according to the costumer’s demand.  

 

Figure 2.4 Scania modularized product system 
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2.2.2 Vocabulary 
In this section, important Scania vocabularies used in this thesis will be explained. 

 

2.2.2.1 Electronic Control Units (ECU) 
In automotive electronics, electronic control unit (ECU) is a generic term for any embedded system 
that controls one or more of the electrical system or subsystems in a motor vehicle [4]. At Scania, an 
ECU is defined as “Device for controlling or monitoring one or more systems or functions of a 
vehicle, marine craft or generator engine electronically" [5]. Each ECU is described in System 
Description document. A system owner (Figure 2.9) is assigned to be responsible for the 
development and management of an ECU. ECU family is the concept used to classify the ECUs in 
Scania. For example, BMS (Brake Management System) is an ECU family whose ECU member can be 
ABS (Anti-lock Brake System) or EBS (Electronic Brake System). 

 

2.2.2.2 Controller Area Network (CAN) 
CAN bus (controller area network) is a vehicle bus standard designed specifically for automotive to 
allow microcontrollers and devices to communicate with each other within a vehicle [6]. 

Scania CAN network shown in Figure 2.5 mainly consists of three different CAN buses, called Red, 
Yellow and Green bus. The ECU Coordinator (COO) links these buses together and serves as a 
gateway for passing messages between the different buses. The different colors of the 3 buses are 
defined by the importance of the communication for the ECUs on that bus. ECUs connected to the 
Red bus are the control systems most critical for the vehicle driveline ability, i.e., the engine, brakes 
and gearbox. The ECUs on the Yellow bus have lower importance for the driveline function, such as 
the Instrument Cluster System, the Visibility System and the Alarm System. Most of the ECUs on the  

 

Figure 2.5 Scania CAN network 
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Green bus more serve for driving comfort, which are usually optional to have, such as the Audio 
System, the Climate Control System. Moreover, this allocation is also intended to put the group of 
ECUs among which communications are carried out a lot on the same CAN bus, so that they can 
communicate more efficiently on the same local bus without the help from Coordinator. In this way, 
the needed CAN communication bandwidth can also be minimized. 

 

2.2.2.3 User Function (UF), Use Case (UC), Scenario (SCN) 
At Scania, a User Function (UF) is the function that the electrical system in vehicles providing the 
results in a user desired benefit. A function owner (Figure 2.9) is assigned to be responsible for the 
development and management of a User Function. Example User Function can be “Fuel level 
display”. 

One User Function contains several Use Cases (UC). One Use case is an actual case of the User 
Function. Example Use Cases under the User Function of “Fuel level display” can be: “Display fuel 
level”, “Active low fuel level warning” and “Deactivate fuel level warning”. 

Under the Use Case, there are some Scenarios (SCN) based on different configurations of the vehicle 
to implement the Use Case. One Scenario can be described by one unique CAN signal path between 
ECUs in Message Sequence Chart (MSC) diagram. An example MSC diagram is shown in Figure 2.6. 
Example Scenarios under the Use Case of “Display fuel level” can be: “indicate fuel level with 1 
sensor” or “indicate fuel level with 2 sensors”, and so on. 

 

Figure 2.6 Example of Message Sequence Chart diagram, which defines one Scenario 

 

2.2.2.4 Start of Production (SOP), Change Request (CR) 
In Scania release process, the scheduling of the work is mainly based on the Start of Production 
(SOP) date. Each module of the product will have a status towards a specified SOP date. In each SOP 
date, these modules get upgraded and improved through the operation of Change Requests (CR) 
committed from developing group. Testing group will focus on the verification and approval of these 
Change Requests. 
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2.2.2.5 Scania Electrical System Architecture Made for Modularization and Maintenance (Sesamm) 
SESAMM is the name of Scania's common electrical system, which stands for Scania Electrical 
System Architecture Made for Modularization and Maintenance. 

 

Figure 2.7 Structure of Sesamm database 

Structure of Sesamm database is shown in Figure 2.7. In Sesamm database, the database model 
connects the Functional Structure (User Function (UF), Use Case (UC), Scenario (SCN)) with the 
Logical model (Allocation Elements (AE) and Function Variables (FV)) and the Physical structure 
(communication and hardware). These three dimensions make up the System state. Sesamm Tool 
also introduces a fourth dimension, time. It keeps track of how the System state evolves over time. A 
time unit in this particular case is SOP date. Allocation Element Diagram (AED) is used to show how 
components communicates with one another using messages in signals on UF level [7]. 

 

2.2.3 System Integration Testing Department (REST/I) in Scania 
REST and RESI are the two testing groups in Scania responsible for complete vehicle level testing. 
The major difference between the two groups is that REST focuses on testing on real vehicles while 
RESI focuses on testing on virtual vehicles in integration labs. 

In general, the embedded system development in Scania is working agilely. Figure 2.8 shows 
different test levels and the corresponding test executer and requirement documentation referred 
to for all of the embedded systems testing work in Scania.  
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Figure 2.8 Different test levels in Scania electronic system development 

The code developer will first do the local module and integration test to guarantee the correctness 
of software element. On the higher level of ECU or Part System level, System owner, which is the 
role in Scania to run / coordinate the development, testing, and management of an ECU system [8], 
will conduct the ECU and Part System test or delegate the test planning and execution to a test 
leader. When it comes to the Function level, Function owner, which is the role in Scania to 
run/coordinate the development, testing, and management of an electricity-related cross-functional 
/ distributed function [9], will carry out the Function test according to the User Function 
Requirement. Finally, on the top level, which is complete vehicle level where REST/I locates, 
complete vehicle test will be performed. 

 

Figure 2.9 System owner and Function owner 

The main goal of the testing by REST/I is verifying the communication on the vehicle’s three main 
CAN buses in Scania CAN Network (Figure 2.5), where all ECUs have a specific version based on the 
production date. Verification should be made that the requirements from System Architecture 
development group have been implemented similarly for all ECUs [10]. Since most of the Function 
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requirements are verified by the Function testers of lower levels, REST/I usually tests functionality 
widely rather than deeply, i.e., more focus on configuration testing than performance. 

Testing all configurations equipped with all combinations of ECU’s is not possible. Some general 
strategies are used in REST/I to deal with this challenge. A minimum of one-wise selection of ECU 
setups which selects as widely spread configurations as possible regarding ECUs, is used when 
choosing vehicle configurations [10]. Another strategy is risk-based testing strategy which prioritizes 
the test activates based on the risk that a software or system is not working according to 
specifications or quality expectations. The risk is defined by two dimensions, probability and impact 
(shown in Figure 2.10), where safety risks has the highest impact level. With the risk-based strategy, 
the resources and time can be used to give the best benefit of testing effort [11].  

 

Figure 2.10 Definition of risk. L=Low, M=Medium, H=High 

Based on the agile/lean working principles, instead of starting testing after the whole development 
is finished, the test work in REST/I is performed in parallel with the development process. For each 
SOP release, there will be three test rounds and the first round will start one year before the 
production date. In each test round, change requests will be received from the development group 
and the testing mainly focuses on the change request affected functions.  
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3 Study of previous thesis work 

Several master thesis work related with ISO26262 have been carried out at Scania in the recent 
years, among which the previous thesis “Gap analysis of Scania development of electric functionality 
and ISO26262” by Jessica Johansson and Natalie Karlsson performed gap analysis between the “4-8 
Item integration and testing” part in ISO26262 and Scania [12]. This section summarizes the results 
achieved by the previous thesis work related with the complete vehicle testing in Scania. 

 

3.1 Concept mapping 

In this section, the concept mapping related with complete vehicle testing between ISO26262 and 
Scania is briefly mentioned. 

In the “4-8 Item integration and testing” part of ISO26262, the concept of three levels for integration 
testing are mentioned: Hardware-software level, System level and Vehicle level. The requirement 
related with each level should be Hardware/Software safety requirement, Technical safety 
requirement and Functional safety requirement, respectively. Figure 3.1 shows the concept mapping 
related to test levels and requirements between ISO26262 and Scania. The requirements that each 
test level uses are mapped to the corresponding requirements of each level in ISO26262. 

 

Figure 3.1 Concept mapping of the test levels and requirements 

 

Other concept mappings related with vehicle level integration testing are listed in Table 3-1 below: 
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Table 3-1 Concept mapping related with vehicle level integration testing between ISO26262 and Scania 

Concept in ISO26262 Concept in Scania 
Integration and test strategy REST Test Strategy [13] 

System and vehicle level item integration and 
testing plan 

Level / Change Request Test Plan + Test Design 
Specification + User Function Test Case 
Specification [14] 

Interface / in-vehicle communication network CAN interface in Scania CAN network 

Test equipment 
Test environment - Hardware, instrumentation, 
simulators, software tools, and other support 
elements needed to conduct a test in REST/I [15] 

Internal interface (on vehicle level) Interaction between different ECUs on the 
Scania CAN network  

External interface (on vehicle level) interaction between the main CAN bus and the 
external CAN bus (such as trailer) 

Configurations Different ECU combinations for each User 
Function (on complete vehicle level) 

Long term test Acceptance test 
User test under real-life conditions Field test 
Performance / Resource usage / Stress test 
(on vehicle level) CAN-communication robustness test [10] 

Error guessing test Exploratory test 
ASIL classification Risk estimation used for risk-based testing [13] 

 

 

3.2 Gap analysis 

In the gap analysis on “4-8 Item integration and testing” part of ISO26262 done by Jessica Johansson 
and Natalie Karlsson [12, pp. 97-129], four levels of fulfillment were chosen for every requirement 
based on how well the requirements was met at Scania, which are FULFILLED, PARTLY_FULFILLED, 
NOT_FULFILLED and NOT_EVALUATED. The requirements that were categorized as 
PARTLY_FULFILLED and NOT_FULFILLED, were then classified according to an estimation of the effort 
needed to fulfill the requirements. The two classes were easy fix and hard work [12, pp. 59-62]. The 
result is shown in Figure 3.2.  

 

Figure 3.2 Gap analysis result of “4-8 Item integration and testing” part of ISO26262. The two charts are taken from the 
master thesis written by Jessica Johansson and Natalie Karlsson [12, p. 181] 
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From a vehicle level testing perspective, the most significant differences between ISO26262 and the 
practice of Scania are: 

• The correct functional performance accuracy and timing of safety mechanisms 
• The effectiveness of safety mechanisms failure coverage 
• The correct implementation of functional safety requirements at vehicle level 

About the first two points, to achieve functional safety, testing should be performed with the focus 
to demonstrate these specific test goals. The methods to be used for these test goals are currently 
performed at Scania indeed. However it is only the goal of these tests that should be adjusted so 
that the work related with functional safety shall be done more systematically. When it comes to the 
last point, the correct implementation of functional safety requirements at vehicle level, no 
interpretation has been made for these requirements, since in Scania, functional safety 
requirements are formulated on a lower level and can therefore not be verified at vehicle level. 
Further investigation is needed to clarify the purpose of these requirements and how these 
requirements could be fulfilled [12, p. 197]. 

 

3.3 Summary 

To summarize the cause for not achieving fulfillment of the testing work on complete vehicle level 
with the standard mainly comes from 3 reasons. Firstly, the root cause is the lack of systematization 
of safety-related test work. In the standard, several required testing methods on complete level are 
listed. Although most of the methods are used by the testing activities in Scania indeed, functional 
safety is however not handled systematically enough as the standard expected, especially for some 
documentation work, verification with Safety Goal which is required by the standard. Secondly, 
because of the specified organization of Scania, most of the vehicle level requirement-related tests 
referred in the standard are planned to be performed on lower test level in Scania. Further analysis 
is needed to clarify the purpose of these requirements and how these requirement-related works 
could be distributed on different test levels to fulfill with the standard. Last but not least, for the 
testing work on complete vehicle level, some are only performed in integration labs in RESI, without 
testing in real vehicle in REST. Whether this is enough to comply with the standard should be 
investigated. 

The previous thesis work gives an overview of the gaps between ISO26262 and the current situation 
in Scania related to complete vehicle level testing. After some analysis on these gaps, it is found that 
variant handling problem is one of the biggest challenges in REST/I. The scope of this thesis is 
finalized to a thoroughly study of variant handling method on embedded system testing at the 
complete vehicle level. 
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4 Variant handling problem description 

As it is explained in section2.2.3, the main goal of REST/I testing is verifying the communication on 
the vehicle’s three main CAN buses, where all ECUs should have a status towards a common SOP 
date [13] and the testing level should be the complete vehicle level. Because of modularization 
feature of Scania product, what configurations are going to be sold are totally dependent on what 
the customer will order after production. Hence it is impossible to know the configurations going to 
the market in advance before production. To ensure that the vehicle ordered by the customer is 
always in good quality, it is the responsibility for REST/I to verify each User Function should work fine 
without faults on all the possible configurations this User Function can be realize on. 

However, as it is explained in section 2.2.1, few modules can be combined into a huge number of 
unique vehicles based on the modularization feature, which gives rise to numerous variants. It is said 
that Scania can build up to 3×1029 kinds of different vehicles based on all different configurations of 
Electronic Control Units and mechanical components [16]. It is impossible to test them all because of 
the limited time and resource availability. 

 

4.1 About variant 

Figure 4.1 shows a typical example of variant on User Function of “Retarder lever activated braking”. 
These are all the possible variants (scenarios) for the Use Case “Activate retarder manually” under 
this User Function. 

 

Figure 4.1 Example of configuration variant of User Function of “Retarder lever activated braking” (Use Case “Activate 
retarder mannually”) [10] 
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Based on User Function level, variant has 3 levels, which are [10]: 

• Function variant 
• Allocation variant  
• ECU family variant 

The highest level, Function variant refers to different Use Cases under one User Function. In Figure 
4.1, the first column shows the Function variant, and only one Function variant is shown here. The 
other possible Function variant of this User Function can be “Activate retarder automatically” or 
“Deactivate retarder automatically” [17]. 

From the second to the fifth column shows the Allocation variant. Each Allocation variant is mapped 
to one scenario. Normally, the Allocation variant comes from the unnecessary Allocation Elements 
and different CAN interface within ECU family in the Allocation Element Diagram. In Figure 4.1, both 
Tachograph (TCO) and Brake Management System (BMS) are not mandatory for this User Function, 
so they can be “with” or “without”. 

Based on the Scania CAN Network (Figure 2.5), for each ECU Family, normally one vehicle can only 
have one of the ECUs belonging to its ECU family, which brings the ECU family variant showing in the 
rest columns of Figure 4.1. For example, Engine Management System (EMS) can be S6, S7 or S8, 
Non-Scania Retarder can be Allison retarder or ZF retarder. 

 

4.2 Related requirement in ISO26262 

In ISO26262-4 Product development at the system level, clause 8 Item integration and testing, there 
is one requirement related with the variant handling problem: 

“8.4.1.4    If the system uses configurations or calibration data the verification at the 
system or vehicle level shall provide evidence of compliance with safety requirements 
for each configuration at implementation level or for every configuration that is 
intended for serial production. 

NOTE    If a complete verification of each configuration at the system or vehicle level 
is not feasible, then a reasonable subset might be selected. [18]” 

Although the configurations for Scania vehicle can be based on both electronic components and 
mechanical components, testing for mechanical parts of the vehicle is beyond the scope of REST/I 
and the ISO26262 is a standard specific to the application sector of electrical and/or electronic (E/E) 
systems within road vehicles [2], so only the electronic-related variants are dealt with in this thesis. 

As stated above, to do testing on all possible configurations is not feasible in REST/I. Fortunately, the 
standard just requires to “provide evidence of compliance” and in the NOTE part, it is allowed to 
only to select “a reasonable subset” to test. 

Here are the concept mapping between this requirement and Scania (on complete vehicle level): 

• “configurations or calibration data”: different ECU combinations for each User Function in 
Scania. 

• “implementation level”: ECU level in Scania electronic system development (Figure 2.8). 
• “reasonable subset”: selected subset based on the configuration testing and risk based 

testing in REST/I (section 2.2.3). 
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4.3 Current working situation of REST/I 

The variant table shown in Figure 4.1 was generated totally manually. To obtain this complete 
variant table for each User Function needs great effort since it’s difficult to get the overview of the 
needed information today. The Function variant and the ECU family variant information are available 
in Sesamm database (section 2.2.2.5), which are involved in the Use Cases under each User Function 
and component information in this database. However, the Allocation variant information is hard to 
find. People working at REST/I, apart from discussions with system and function owners (Figure 2.9), 
mainly get the Allocation variant information using the ingoing CAN signal used by the User 
Functions. So the variant information they know could be incomplete or inaccurate. Later in the 
configuration selection phase, they can only do the one-wise selection of the “reasonable subset” 
from the inaccurate variant information. Neither exact complete variant information nor concrete 
testing coverage of the selected subset is known although high risk configurations are commonly 
covered. 

In conclusion, the current way of dealing with variants in REST/I is that the human experience shows 
to be the dominant resource. Comparing with the requirement stated above, it’s hard to provide 
evidence of compliance with the requirements for all the possible configurations, which means this 
requirement is not fulfilled. 

 

4.4 Objective and main focus 

According to the problem analysis and the current working situation of REST/I, the objective of this 
thesis is: “To analyze the impact of the variant handling approaches in embedded system testing on 
complete vehicle level in order to fulfill the variant handling requirement in ISO26262”. 

Based on the objective, the main focus of this thesis is: 

• Analyze how to be able to generate the variants (ECU only) systematically. 
• Find the approach to calculate the concrete test coverage of a selected subset of 

configurations. 
• Design selecting algorithm to automate the configuration selection with the target of 

selecting as small as possible amount of configurations giving as large as possible coverage. 
• Find out what needed information is missing for all these automations. 
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5 Impact of variant handling – systematic variant generating 

The first step of handling variant is variant generating. The scope is to be able to generate the 
variant table (example table is shown in Figure 4.1) systematically. First of all, the needed 
information is analyzed and the suggestions are listed. 

 

5.1 Needed information analysis and suggestions 

In order to make the variant generating systematic, the database containing the needed information 
should be selected for use. The fact is that the complete vehicle testing in REST/I is performed based 
on the dimension of function. Sesamm database is the most suitable database to use since 
comparing with other database, it provides most information on function dimension of the electrical 
system architecture. In the following sections, needed information is analyzed and the suggestions 
are proposed. 

 

5.1.1 Suggestion 1: Breaking down the AED from UF level to UC level 
In Sesamm database, AED (Allocation Element Diagram) is the main resource to get the variant 
information since it contains the needed AEs (Allocation Element) of one User Function and the ECU 
each AE should realize on. 

Before really looking into the needed information, the first suggestion is to change the 
demonstrating level of the AED (Allocation Element Diagram). Currently, in Sesamm database each 
AED is used to demonstrate the architecture of each User Function. However, one User Function is a 
collection of Use Cases. AED on UF level means mixing functionality (Use Cases) in one drawing. One 
Use Case represents a list of steps implementing the User Function, typically defining interactions 
between a role and a system, to achieve a goal [19]. Breaking down AED to UC level will be easier for 
reader to understand the communications between AEs for implementing the User Function, and 
the used AEs for each Use Case are clearer to know. So for explaining variants, it’s better to break 
down the AED from UF level to UC level. 

 

Figure 5.1 Braking down the AED from User Function level to Use Case level 
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5.1.2 Suggestion 2: Adding the necessity property for each AE 
Currently, the UF variant and the ECU family variant information is already available in the Sesamm 
database. However AED is just a gross list of the logical elements, which contains everything might 
needed for the demonstrated User Function. The main missing information is the Allocation variant. 

After some investigation in other database existing today managed by other departments, 
unfortunately the Allocation variant information is still not found stored in any database 
systematically. It might can be obtained indirectly from the production database. Using production is 
however out of this thesis scope, which should be analyzed in another work. Another way to get this 
information is to ask function owner (Figure 2.9) who is the person knows the most about the User 
Function. But this doesn’t solve the problem because asking function owner still needs manual work. 
So this point brings the second suggestion which is to add the “Necessity” property for each AE. 

Since function owner is the people knows the most of the User Function, in the future function 
owner can provide this information. In the graphic user interface, this property can be shown in the 
form of a checkbox. 

 

Figure 5.2 Conceptual AED in the future. “optional” checkbox is attached with each AE/FV indicating the necessity property 

 

5.1.3 Suggestion 3: Building the complete ECU co-existing allowance rule system 
Generating the variant information is to get the list of all the possible configurations of ECUs. In 
order to do the combination for the ECUs in one AED, the ECU co-existing allowance rule for one 
valid Scania vehicle should be known. So the ECU co-existing allowance rule system should be built. 

Normally, for a valid vehicle, the ECUs belonging to the same ECU family are not allowed to co-exist. 
For example, the member of BMS (Brake Management System) ECU family can be ABS (Anti-lock 
Brake System) or EBS (Electronic Brake System). In a valid Scania vehicle, the configuration for the 
BMS can only be equipped with ABS, equipped with EBS, or without BMS. The condition for having 
both ABS and EBS at the same time for one Scania vehicle is not valid. 
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However, conditions are not so simple as expected. The rule of “ECUs belonging to the same ECU 
family are not allowed to co-exist” is not always true. For some ECU families (for example, Gearbox 
Management System), it is allowed to have more than one ECU members equipped in the same 
vehicle. Lots of exceptions make the general rule hard to be summarized. Further investigation 
should be done to build the complete rule. 

 

5.1.4 Suggestion 4: Clean up some of the manual input ECU information 
After looking around in the ECU component information part of the Sesamm database, some 
obvious inconsistency mistakes are found. For example of Brake Management System ECU family, 
the correct string to demonstrate this should be “BMS”. However some people wrote “BMS” while 
some people wrote “BMS – Brake management system”, which lacks standardization. 

The appearance of these errors are mainly because Sesamm database is not used under the purpose 
of systematic variant handling today. Information input into the Sesamm database is done manually 
and the format of the data hasn’t been standardized when people insert data into database. 
Although it’s not hard for people to understand these non-unified standard data when using 
Sesamm Tool, these problems indeed hamper the automation and systemization of variants 
handling, since for computers whether the two ECUs belong to the same ECU family depends totally 
on the comparison of two strings of the name of the ECU families. 

Consequently, the database needs to be cleaned up in the future so that the manual input noise can 
be get rid of, finally to be ready for being read by computer without mistakes. 

 

 

5.2 Assumption 

From the previous analysis, we can see that the data existing today are not fully prepared for the 
systematic variants generating. In order to continue for the method analysis and the later 
implementation, some assumptions are being based on: 

• Currently, the existing AEDs are all based on User Function level. The detailed logical 
information (AE and FV information) of Use Case doesn’t exist. To really go into breaking 
down the AED from User Function level to Use Case level is too big scope for this thesis. 
Assume the AED existing nowadays in Sesamm database is the AED based on Use Case level. 

• The “Necessity” property is added to each AE and FV in the AED which contains the 
Allocation variant. Assume the Allocation variant exists now. 

• Assume the ECU co-existing allowance rule is “ECUs belonging to the same ECU family are no 
allowed to co-exist”. 

• Assume all the ECU configurations conforming to the above rule are buildable. 
• Assume the unified ECU family name is the first part of the string (based on space 

separator). For example, string “BMS – Brake Management System” should be converted to 
“BMS” by cutting out all the characters before the first space if there is space in the string. 
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5.3 Implementation 

Sesamm database is stored in the SQL server and the implementation is performed on the platform 
of Microsoft SQL Server Studio.  

 

Figure 5.3 Part of the data model of the Sesamm database used for the thesis work. 

Figure 5.3 shows the topological structure of part of the data model of Sesamm database which is 
used for this thesis work. Sesamm database is structured in anchor model. Anchor Modeling is an 
agile database modeling technique suited for information that change over time both in structure 
and content. Advantages such as being able to non-destructively evolve the model, avoid null values, 
and keep the information free from redundancies are gained [20]. In Sesamm database, Meta data 
stores the data insensitive to the time. History data stores the data sensitive with time [21]. More 
information of the Sesamm database is explained in section 2.2.2.5. 

The implementation of systematic variant generating can be mainly divided into the following three 
steps: 

 

5.3.1 Get all the AE/FVs in one AED on one SOP date 
Starting from the time dimension, the first step is to get all the AE/FVs in the interesting AED on the 
specified SOP date. 

To get all the AE/FVs from the selected AED, what need to do is starting from the “AED” data in 
Figure 5.3, all of the AE/FVs in this AED together with the detail information of each AE/FV can be 
obtained from the connecting “AE” and “FV” data. 

In the database, each AE/FV has its own history information which is related with Change Request, 
indicating when this logical element is created, activated, deactivated. The AE/FV is always valid 
during the time interval between the activated date and the deactivated date (deactivate date can 
be infinite if it doesn’t exist). The AE/FV is valid for this SOP date only if the SOP date drops in this 
time interval. 

In this way, the list of all AE/FVs in one AED on one SOP date can be obtained by filtering out all the 
invalid AE/FV for this SOP date. 
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5.3.2 Get the Allocation variant and ECU family variant 
After getting the list of valid AEs of the interesting AED on the specified SOP date, the next step is to 
go from logical level into physical level to find out the variant information. On ECU family level, the 
Allocation variant should be found, and on ECU level, the ECU family variant should be found. 

The first thing to do to get the Allocation variant is to get all the optional AEs in one AED. As it is 
explained in the section 5.1.2, the Necessity property should be added to the AEs and FVs. The 
implementation work is to add the column named “Necessity” to the “AE” and “FV” table in Sesamm 
database. 

For the “Necessity” column, 1 means this AE/FV is optional, and 0 means this AE/FV is mandatory for 
the User Function. With the Necessity property of each AE/FV, the optional AEs come from two 
parts: AEs with Necessity value of “1” and some of the FVs with Necessity value of “1”. The first part 
is quite straightforward, which means if the Necessity value of an AE is “1”, this AE must be optional. 
About the Necessity property of FV, the rule is that if all of FVs transmitted by one AE are optional, 
this AE is also optional. The implementation works in this way, as it is shown Figure 5.3, the “AE” 
data and “FV” data are connected by “LINK” data which tells the binary information about if the FV is 
transmitted or revived by this AE. Through this, the information of the transmitting AE of each FV 
can be got. Firstly, for the optional FV, find out the transmitting AE. Then find out all the FVs 
transmitted by this AE. If all these FVs are optional, the Necessity property of this AE should also be 
set to optional. For example, in the left part of Figure 5.4, AE208 is optional since FV221 is optional. 
In the example shown below in Figure 5.4, not all the FVs transmitted by AE447 are optional, so 
AE447 is still mandatory. 

 

Figure 5.4 Example of inference of Necessity property of AE from optional FV 

After the optional AEs are got, the next step is to use the physical information of each AE to translate 
the optional AE into optional ECU family. This part of needed information is already existed in the 
Sesamm database today. It is stored in the “Comp” data lower connecting with “AE” shown in Figure 
5.3. Due to the plan of the main focus of this thesis (see section 4.4), only ECU component is being 
looked at. The AEs realized on the component other than ECU will first be filtered out after the 
physical information is attached. 

The rule is that for one ECU family, only when all the AEs realized on this ECU family are optional, 
this ECU family is optional. In this way, Allocation variant is generated. For the ECU family variant, 
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what need to do is to find out all the possible ECUs for each ECU family based on the physical 
information of the AE list of the AED. 

 

5.3.3 Get the configurations from the variant information 
Last step is to combine the ECUs in different ways using the Allocation variant and ECU family variant 
information got in last step based on assumed ECU co-existing rule explained in the third assumption 
in section 5.2, and then show the list of all possible configurations. 

 

 

5.4 Result 

To show the result of the systematic variant generating, example of User Function of “Vehicle level 
control” is chosen to use. This user function provides the ability adjusting the height of the vehicle 
chassis which is useful in many applications [22]. The AED selected is “UF496 level adjustment – 
Main NGS” on the selected SOP date [23]. 

 

Figure 5.5 AED of “UF496 level adjustment – Main NGS” 

Here is the valid AE list for this AED on the selected SOP date: 
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Figure 5.6 Valid AE list of AED of “UF496 level adjustment – Main NGS” 

The real Necessity information is not exist today. In order to show the result, the Necessity property 
setting of the AE and FV is decided by some guessing from the writer and the talking with people 
working in REST. According to their experience, AE29 – “Wheel Speed Sensors Manager” is not 
mandatory since the Coordinator System can provide speed information. In addition, FV221 – “Brake 
Pedal Position”, AE231 – “Bodybuilder System”, AE235 – “Trailer”, AE144 – “Bus Bodybuilder 
System” are set to optional. 
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Figure 5.7 optional AE and FV in the AED of “UF496 level adjustment – Main NGS” 

 

Figure 5.8 Necessity property setting (only part is shown) in the Sesamm database 

Since AE208 – “Brake Pressure Controller” is only transmitting FV221 which is the optional FV, AE208 
should also be optional AE. After filtering out the non-ECU component (Column “Component Type” 
in Figure 5.6 tells the information of whether this component is ECU or not, which should be 72, or 
73, or 74 for ECU), here is the final AE list attached with the Necessity property set: 
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Figure 5.9 Final AE list with Necessity property (AE105 in Figure 5.6 is filtered out since it’s not ECU component) 

From this table, Allocation variant and ECU family variant can be got. all the AEs realized on BMS and 
External ECU family are optional, and all the AEs realized on BWE, EMS, ICL and SMS ECU family are 
mandatory, and part of the AEs realized on COO ECU family are optional. In this case, the Allocation 
variant comes from “with BMS or without BMS” and “with External or without External”. ECU family 
variant comes from: BMS family can be ABS1 or EBS5, EMS family can be S8 or S6, and External 
family can be ExternalECU-BCI or Trailer. 

Eventually, the final result of the variant table can be generated showing 18 possible configurations: 
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Figure 5.10 Final variant table for AED of “UF496 level adjustment – Main NGS”  
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6 Impact of variant handling – automatic configuration selecting 

After the variant information is generated from AED, the next step is to select the feasible subset of 
the configurations of the whole set of all possible configurations based on the total variant 
information. The input is a list of variant tables (shown in Figure 5.10 or Figure 4.1), and the output is 
a list of configurations selected. As it is explained in the problem description in section 4, the 
challenge for the REST/I is that because of the limited time and resource availability, they have to 
choose a feasible configuration subset to perform tests. So the scope of the configuration selecting is 
to select as small as possible amount of configurations while giving as large as possible test 
coverage. 

 

 

6.1 Method 

6.1.1 Data structure conversion 
The table format shown in Figure 5.10 or Figure 4.1 is easy to be read by human, however it’s not 
the convenient data structure used by computer for configuration selecting. A better data structure 
proposed for automatic configuration selecting is shown in Figure 6.1 below: 

 

Figure 6.1 Converting from data format of old variant table into the data structure used for configuration selecting. 
Example taken from User Function of “Retarder lever activated braking” (Use Case “Activate retarder mannually”) 

The proposed data structure is an array of ECU family. Under each ECU family, all the possible valid 
ECUs are listed. Note that the Allocation Variant is also included by creating a new abstract ECU 
under this ECU family. In the example shown in Figure 6.1, the ECU with name “w/o_BMS” under 
BMS ECU family indicates the condition of without Brake Management System. The ECU with name 
“w/o_TCO” under TCO ECU family indicates the condition of without Tachograph. In this way, if all 
the ECUs in the table are covered, then we can guarantee all the different scenarios coming from the 
Allocation Variant are covered. 
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Imagine there is a broken line going across the new data structure table shown in Figure 6.2 
horizontally with each ECU family being touched once, then each broken line represents a possible 
configuration. Three broken lines in Figure 6.2 with color blue, red and green represent three 
different configurations. 

 

Figure 6.2 Three broken lines going across the new data structure table horizontally refer to three different configurations 

 

6.1.2 Test coverage metrics 
The test coverage metrics for complete vehicle level isn’t used in REST/I today. Without knowing the 
test coverage achieved, the variant handling quality won’t be known. This section the way of 
calculating test coverage of the selected set of configurations is proposed. In addition, knowing the 
concrete test coverage is the important prerequisites of the automatic configuration selecting. To 
help explanation, Use Case “Activate retarder manually” of User Function “Retarder lever activated 
braking” is always being used as the example (variant table is shown in Figure 6.2).  

 

6.1.2.1 One-wise ECU coverage on single-AED 
One-wise ECU coverage is the metrics representing how many single-ECUs under the ECU family with 
variant are tested at least once for using the set of configurations. 

In order to make the result more expressive for the test coverage, the interesting single-ECUs here 
are only the ECUs under the ECU family with variant. So the ECU COO6 and ICL2 in the example of 
Figure 6.2 are ignored when counting. The way of calculating one-wise ECU coverage is to count how 
many single-ECUs are tested, and then divided by the quantity of total single-ECUs with variant 
based on the variant information.  

The quantity of total single-ECUs should be the sum of the amount of ECUs under each ECU family 
with variant, which should be 13 (COO6 and ICL2 are excluded) in the example shown in Figure 6.2. If 
we take the configuration represented by the blue broken line in Figure 6.2, the tested single-ECUs 
are: S6, EBS, SiDTCO, RET2. So the one-wise ECU coverage should be 4/13 = 30.77%. Taking the set of 
all the three configurations will give one-wise ECU coverage of 12/13 = 92.31%. 

For the AED without any variant, for example in Figure 6.3, all the ECU will be excluded since no ECU 
family has variant. In this case the test coverage can only be 0 (when this Use Case is not tested) or 
100% (when this Use Case is tested). 

 

Figure 6.3 Variant table for the AED without variant information. Example is taken from “UF121 ABS Control 

Formula for calculating the one-wise ECU coverage is shown in Equation 6-1 below: 
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Equation 6-1 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = �
0(𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢) / 100(𝑢𝑢𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢) % , 𝑢𝑢 = 0
𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡_𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡_𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
 ,                                             𝑢𝑢 > 0 

 

6.1.2.2 Pair-wise ECU coverage on single-AED 
In computer science, pair-wise testing is a combinatorial method of software testing that, for each 
pair of input parameters to a system (typically, a software algorithm), tests all possible discrete 
combinations of those parameters [24]. Similarly, pair-wise ECU coverage is the metrics representing 
how many pair of ECUs under the ECU family with variant are tested at least once for using the set of 
configurations. Looking at pair-wise ECU coverage more matches the test level on vehicle level. This 
can improve the quality of complete vehicle testing since the incompatibility fault can only be 
detected on complete vehicle level. 

Similar with the one-wise ECU coverage metrics, in order to make the result more expressive for the 
test coverage, the interesting ECU-pairs here only consist of the ECUs under the ECU family with 
variant (COO6 and ICL2 are excluded). The way of calculating pair-wise ECU coverage is to count how 
many ECU-pairs are tested, and then divided by the quantity of total ECU-pairs with variant based on 
the variant information.  

The quantity of total ECU-pairs should be the sum of the amount of ECU-pairs under each ECU family 
with variant, which should be 63 (9 pairs for EMS – BMS, 9 pairs for EMS – TCO, 12 pairs for EMS – 
GMS, 9 pairs for BMS – TCO, 12 pairs for BMS – GMS, 12 pairs for TCO – GMS) in the example shown 
in Figure 6.2. If we take the configuration represented by the blue broken line in Figure 6.2, the 
tested ECU-pairs are: S6 – EBS, S6 – SiDTCO, S6 – RET2, EBS – SiDTCO, EBS – RET2, SiDTCO – RET2. So 
the pair-wise ECU coverage should be 6/63 = 9.52%. Taking the set of all the three configurations will 
give pair-wise ECU coverage of 18/63 = 28.57%. 

Similar with the one-wise ECU coverage metrics, for the AED without any variant, for example in 
Figure 6.3, all the ECU will be excluded since no ECU family has variant. In this case the test coverage 
can only be 0 (when this Use Case is not tested) or 100% (when this Use Case is tested). Moreover, 
the exception condition can also be the condition that for the AED only has one ECU family with 
variant, for example in Figure 6.4, only ECU family EMS is left after excluding the ECU family without 
variant. In this case, the pair-wise ECU coverage can’t be calculated in the normal way since only one 
ECU can’t make up a pair. The solution is to give the pair-wise ECU coverage the same value of the 
one-wise ECU coverage. 

 

Figure 6.4 Variant table for the AED with only one ECU family with variant. Example is taken from “UF18 Fuel level display - 
NGS” 

Formula for calculating the pair-wise ECU coverage is shown in Equation 6-2 below: 
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Equation 6-2 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 =

⎩
⎨

⎧
0(𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢) / 100(𝑢𝑢𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢) % , 𝑢𝑢 = 0
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜  ,                                         𝑢𝑢 = 1
𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡_𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸_𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡_𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸_𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
 ,                                    𝑢𝑢 > 1

 

 

 

6.1.2.3 Test coverage on multi-AED 
Selecting configuration by looking at multi-AED can make the test work more efficient since some 
configurations can be re-used for testing several AEDs. So the test coverage metrics on multi-AED is 
also needed. 

 

Figure 6.5 Example of variant table list for multi-AED on one SOP date 

The example shown in Figure 6.5 are variant tables of a list of AEDs randomly chosen from Sesamm 
database. All these AEDs are on the same SOP date. Assume we choose the configuration shown in 
Figure 6.6 to perform tests on multi-AED shown in Figure 6.5: 

 

Figure 6.6 Selected configuration to perform tests on multi-AED shown in Figure 6.5 

Then each AED has its own one-wise ECU coverage and pair-wise ECU coverage based on the 
selected configuration. The result is shown in Figure 6.7: 
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Figure 6.7 Result of the one-wise ECU coverage and pair-wise ECU coverage for each AED in the AED list. (Note that this 
selected configuration is not applicable for “UF98 – Cooling Fan Control” because of incompatible GMS, so both the one-

wise ECU coverage and pair-wise ECU coverage for this AED are 0%) 

The test coverage is the evaluation criteria which the automatic selection is based on. Since the 
configuration selection is working for multi-AED, it is necessary to have one evaluation value of the 
total one/pair ECU coverage for multi-AED. Appropriate coverage fusion method should be used. 
The requirement of the coverage fusion method should be: 

• The output value shall be 100% only when each single coverage is 100% 
• The output value shall correctly reflect the coverage with the viewing of looking at all the 

AEDs in the AED list 

 According to the requirement, the alternative fusion methods can be: taking the un-weighted 
average value, taking the weighted average value, taking the median value, etc. Comparing the 
average and median value, average value usually has higher resolution (the median value usually 
duplicates more for different configurations) for indicating the coverage, which can help computer 
give smarter choice. For weighted average, the weights can be depend upon the variant extent of 
the AED. For example in the AED list in Figure 6.7, the weight for the “UF121 – ABS Control” should 
be lowest while “UF496 – Level adjust – Main” should have the highest weight. However, after the 
testing using both un-weighted average and weighted average coverage fusion method on several 
AED lists, the quantity of the selected vehicle always shows to be exactly same, which means that 
calculating total coverage with extra information of variant extent for each AED doesn’t help for 
giving better selection result. Finally, un-weighted averaging is chosen as the fusion method since 
less mathematic calculation work is needed. 

In this example in Figure 6.7, the un-weighted averaging fusion algorithm gives the following result: 
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𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 50% ×
1
6

+ 43% ×
1
6

+ 50% ×
1
6

+ 0% ×
1
6

+ 100% ×
1
6

+ 40% ×
1
6

= 47.14% 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 50% ×
1
6

+ 19% ×
1
6

+ 25% ×
1
6

+ 0% ×
1
6

+ 100% ×
1
6

+ 17% ×
1
6

= 35.07% 

 

 

 

6.1.3 General idea 
For each SOP date, the change request will affect a list of User Functions. REST/I will focus on 
performing tests on these affected User Functions. Selecting configurations by looking at multi-AED 
can give less configurations than by looking at single-AED several times since the configurations 
coving the overlapping ECUs between several AEDs can be reused. This is how the workload can be 
saved. 

The general idea is to select the configurations equipped with as many ECU families as possible, and 
after the selection work is finished, the selection result can be simplified by removing the unneeded 
ECU families in each configuration. 

 

Figure 6.8 Configuration selecting from multi-AED 

From the above explanation in section 6.1.2, the more single-ECUs/ECU-pairs are tested, the higher 
one-wise/pair-wise ECU coverage value will be. So coverage value needs to be watched and the 
target is to achieve as high coverage value as possible. 
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6.1.4 Greedy best-first-search algorithm 
Best-first-search is an instance of the general Tree-Search or Graph-Search algorithm in which a 
node is selected for expansion based on an evaluation function. Greedy best-first-search tries to 
expand the node that is closest to the goal, on the grounds that this is likely to lead to a solution 
quickly [25]. It is an algorithm that follows the problem solving heuristic of making the locally 
optimal choice at each stage with the hope of finding a global optimum. In many problems, a greedy 
strategy does not in general produce an optimal solution, but nonetheless a greedy heuristic may 
yield locally optimal solutions that approximate a global optimal solution in a reasonable time [26]. 

For the automatic configuration selecting problem, the heuristic function used here is the one-wise / 
pair-wise ECU coverage, which means in each selecting iteration the one-wise / pair-wise ECU 
coverage is calculated based on the assuming selected set of adding each un-selected configuration, 
and always pick the configuration that maximizes the increase in one-wise / pair-wise ECU coverage.  

In the academia of Combination Testing Strategy, this Greedy Best-first-search algorithm is called 
Automatic Efficient Test Generator (AETG) [27]. The main advantage of AETG is that it can handle 
test problems of any size [28]. The problem of selecting configuration is even more complicated 
since in most of the scientific paper, only one testing problem is being focused on at one time, which 
is similar with the single-AED condition. This means Greedy Best-first-search algorithm is the scarce 
algorithm which is applicable for solving the problem of selecting configuration by looking at multi-
AED. Another advantage is that a pre-selected test suite, identified by some other means, may be 
used as a starting point for AETG [28]. This is a useful advantage since in REST, people perform 
testing on real vehicle ordered by them, so it will be helpful if they can pre-select some 
configurations based on the vehicle they already have. For the problem of too high workload versus 
the limited resource, this algorithm also shows its benefit, which is that since in each iteration, the 
new configuration is selected by picking the one giving the highest coverage, and the subset of the 
first 𝑢𝑢 configurations in the selected set is always the approximately optimal set for all subset with 
quantity 𝑢𝑢. So people can reduce the workload flexibly by throwing away the configurations selected 
lastly. Together with the functionality of pre-selecting, when the low workload is really needed, 
people can pre-select some configuration with important ECUs (based on their experience), then run 
the automatic selecting iteration. After the automatic selecting is finished, people can ignore some 
of the configurations come out lastly according to actual requirement. In this way, the limited 
resource can always be utilized to perform the most necessary testing although some unimportant 
ECUs are un-tested. 

A potential drawback is that it is not possible to calculate, in advance, an upper limit to the number 
of test cases [28]. This also means that the result got by using this algorithm is only approximately 
optimal, not real optimal. Sometimes if the 100% coverage is really needed for the selection, the 
selecting result can’t be proved to be optimal. Some suggestions are mentioned in section 8 future 
work. 
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6.2 Implementation 

This section will explain the implementation detail of automatic configuration selecting. The 
implementation can mainly be divided into three phases: data preparation, selecting iteration and 
result simplification. 

 

6.2.1 Data preparation 
The first phase is data preparation. In this phase, the universal configuration set from which the 
configuration is selected will be built. Pre-selection will be performed if needed. 

 

6.2.1.1 ECU family Union 
Based on the general idea explained in section 6.1.3, which is the configurations being selected are 
always equipped with as many ECU families as possible, union set of the ECU families needed by 
each AED. This collection of ECU families will be based on for building the universal configuration set 
to be selected from. One example shown in Figure 6.9. 

 

Figure 6.9 Example of taking the ECU family union for the base of universal configuration select to be selected from 

 

6.2.1.2 Possible configurations listing   
After getting the ECU family union set, the next step is to fill in the ECU information under each ECU 
family. The possible ECUs for each ECU family is got from the union set of the possible ECUs for this 
ECU family in each AED. For example, if we use the multi-AED shown in Figure 6.9 as input, the 
possible ECUs in GMS family can be A4, EST146, OPC4v2, RET2 (union of GMS variant ECUs of “UF98 
– Cooling Fan Control” and “UF121 – ABS control”). Combining all the possible ECUs under each ECU 
family, all possible configurations can be listed. Part of all possible configurations list in this example 
is shown below: 
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Figure 6.10 possible configuration listed 

 

6.2.1.3 Configuration filtering 
The possible configuration list is generated totally based on the union set of the possible ECUs for 
each ECU family in each AED. Sometimes it might be that some of the configurations in the list is not 
applicable for any AED. These configurations should be removed so that the unnecessary checking 
work performed later can be avoided. 

 

Figure 6.11 Example of input variant table of 3 AEDs 

 

Figure 6.12 These 4 configurations are not applicable for any of the 3 AEDs in Figure 6.11, so they will be removed 

In the example of the input variant table of 3 AEDs shown in Figure 6.11, the 4 configurations shown 
in Figure 6.12 are among the list of all possible configurations generated from the previous two 
steps. However none of them are applicable for the 3 AEDs, so they will be removed in this step. 

However, this condition happens quite rarely in reality, since in one SOP date, most of the ECUs will 
be upgraded into a relatively unified set of version. The variant condition of the same ECU family in 
different AED appears to be quite similar. 

Up to now, the universal configuration set from which the configuration can be selected has already 
been built. 
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6.2.1.4 Pre-selection 
Normally, the automatic selecting iteration start with the empty selected set. If some interesting 
configurations need to be selected manually to be tested before the automatic selecting, the pre-
selection can be performed. The interesting configurations normally come from: 

• the real vehicles easily to get for REST 
• the virtual vehicle easily to build in the integration lab for RESI 
• the configuration contains high-risk ECU based on human experience 

If needed, the automatic selecting iteration will start from the pre-selected configuration set. 

 

6.2.2 Selecting iteration 
After the universal configuration set is created and the pre-selection is done if needed, the selecting 
iteration can be started. Generally, the selection is based on the greedy best-first-search algorithm 
explained in section 6.1.4. One new configuration will be found per iteration. The flow chart of the 
selecting iteration is shown in Figure 6.13: 

 

Figure 6.13 Flow chart of the selecting iteration 

The left part in Figure 6.13 shows the main procedure. In each iteration, each configuration in the 
unselected-set will be checked. The coverage will be calculated based on the hypothesis if this 
configuration is selected. The coverage is the evaluation function for the searching algorithm. The 
configuration increases the coverage most will be selected. If there are more than one 
configurations give the same coverage which is highest, the first one encountered will be selected. 
The iteration won’t terminate until the coverage reaches 100%. 
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The right part in Figure 6.13 shows the detailed procedure of the coverage calculation. Firstly the 
coverage for each single-AED will be calculated one by one. If the AED has already been totally 
covered by previous selected-set, it will be skipped. Otherwise the covered ECU / ECU-pair list of this 
AED (which is stored statically in the selecting iteration) will be updated based on the new added 
configuration. According to the quantity of the covered ECUs / ECU-pairs, the coverage for each 
single-AED can be calculated. If there are more ECUs / ECU-pairs covered because of the new added 
configuration, this AED will be linked to it. In this way, the result of using which configuration to test 
which AED can be shown finally. After all of the coverage for each single-AED are calculated, the 
total coverage for multi-AED can be calculated by taking the average.  

Now the question is, we have two different types of coverage, one-wise ECU coverage and pair-wise 
ECU coverage, which coverage should be focused? After some analysis, three different selecting 
methods are derived based which coverage to focus on: 

• One-wise ECU coverage: Selecting the new configuration totally by focusing on the one-wise 
ECU coverage. The selecting terminates when the one-wise ECU coverage reaches 100%. 

• Pair-wise ECU coverage: Selecting the new configuration totally by focusing on the pair-wise 
ECU coverage. The selecting terminates when the pair-wise ECU coverage reaches 100%. 

• Both one-wise and pair-wise ECU coverage: First selecting the new configuration by focusing 
on one-wise ECU coverage. As soon as the one-wise ECU coverage reaches 100%, continue 
running the selecting iteration by focusing on the pair-wise ECU coverage. The selecting 
terminates finally when the pair-wise ECU coverage reaches 100%. However, not all the 
configurations in the selected set generated by this method should be used normally. The 
correct way to use this method is explained below. 

Which method to use depends on the nature of the testing activity: 

• Using the first method will give the least amount of configurations which means it’s suitable 
for the workload-first testing activity. About the test coverage, only one-wise ECU coverage 
of 100% is gained, the pair-wise ECU coverage is however not guaranteed.  

• On the contrary, the second method is suitable for the coverage-first testing activity since 
both the one-wise and pair-wise ECU coverage of 100% are guaranteed. The quantity of 
selected configurations will be some more which means the workload will be heavier.  

• The third method is suitable for the testing activity between workload-first and coverage-
first. The idea is that reaching 100% one-wise ECU coverage is always the essential 
requirements while improving the pair-wise ECU coverage is in lower priority. Comparing the 
third method and the second one, the advantage is that the one-wise ECU coverage of 100% 
will be reached earlier. Although the final selected result might give even larger amount of 
configurations when the selecting iteration terminates, a lot of the configurations being 
picked out lastly can be ignored but still keep 100% one-wise ECU coverage. For the second 
method, not so many configurations being selected lastly can be ignored under the constrain 
that 100% one-wise ECU coverage must be achieved, since one-wise ECU coverage usually 
reaches 100% much later during the selecting process. 

 

 

6.2.3 Result simplification 
After the selecting work is finished, the last step is to simplify the result. In the beginning of the 
selecting when the universal configuration set used to be selected from is being built, the 
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configurations are assumed to equip with as many ECU families as possible. However actually not all 
of them are needed for the AED to test on. The selecting result should be simplified so that it can be 
easier for SOPS file (SOPS file is an xml file in Scania used to demonstrate the specification of 
configuration of each valid buildable vehicle) selecting in the future. 

In the previous step, selecting iteration, the information of which AED to test for each selected 
configuration is already stored. Each configuration is linked to the AED whose coverage increase it 
can contribute to. Each ECU in this configuration will be checked if it is needed for the AEDs it linked 
to. If the ECU is not needed by any of the linked AED, it will be removed. 

For example, one of the selected configuration for testing the AED list shown in Figure 6.5 is shown 
in Figure 6.14. 

 

Figure 6.14 one of the configuration selected for testing the AED list shown in Figure 6.5 

The linked AEDs of this configuration is shown in Figure 6.15, which means this configuration is 
planned to be used to test only these 3 AEDs among the AED list in Figure 6.5. The ECU RET2, TCO1, 
IOU2, APS1 and BWS1 are not needed by any of the 3 linked AEDs. So they will be removed after the 
result simplification. The simplified result of the configuration in Figure 6.14 is shown in Figure 6.16. 
In this way, people just need to seek for the vehicle configuration equipped with the ECUs really 
needed. 

 

Figure 6.15 The linked AEDs of the configuration in Figure 6.14 among the AED list in Figure 6.5 

 

Figure 6.16 The simplified result of the configuration shown in Figure 6.14 

 

 

 

6.3 Result 

The prototype variant handling tool is developed with Matlab GUI, which mainly consists of two 
modules: variant visualization and editing module, configuration selecting module. The first main 
part of this thesis, systematic variant generating is integrated into the variant visualization and 
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editing module. Since the quality of the data used to generate the variant is not good enough as 
expected, the editing functionality is added to this module so that users can fix some minor 
mistakes. Configuration selecting module is responsible for selecting configurations based on the 
variant information passed from the variant visualization and editing module. 

The following two sections will show the result of automatic configuration selecting. Section 6.3.1 
will show the result of configuration selecting on single-AED. The Use Case “Activate retarder 
manually” under the User Function “Retarder lever activated braking” will be used as the example. 
Section 6.3.2 will show the result of configuration selecting on multi-AED. The example is taken from 
the AEDs of some Change Request affected User Functions on one SOP Date. For each selection, 
both coverage graph and the selected configuration list will be shown. The coverage graph reflects 
the selecting process clearly. The horizontal axis refers to the number of selected configuration while 
the vertical axis shows the total coverage achieved. Blue thick line indicates the one-wise ECU 
coverage while the black thin line indicates the pair-wise ECU coverage. The information of how 
much the coverage increases with each new added configuration can be obtained intuitively by 
watching the slope of the line. 

Based on the principle of greedy best-first-search algorithm, the list of selecting result is always 
sorted by importance in descending order. So the configuration selected lastly can be wiped out 
flexibly according to the required maximum quantity of configurations. 

 

6.3.1 Configuration selecting on single-AED 
Variant table of the Use Case “Activate retarder manually” under the User Function “Retarder lever 
activated braking” is shown both in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2. In total, there are 108 possible 
configurations. 

Using the first selecting method (focus on one-wise ECU coverage only) gives 4 configurations. 100% 
one-wise ECU coverage and 33.33% pair-wise ECU coverage are achieved. The coverage graph is 
shown in Figure 6.17 and the selected configuration list is shown in Figure 6.18: 

 

Figure 6.17 Coverage graph of selecting by focusing only on one-wise ECU coverage for Use Case “Activate retarder 
manually” under User Function “Retarder lever activated braking” 
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Figure 6.18 Configuration list of the selection result of selecting by focusing only on one-wise ECU coverage for Use Case 
“Activate retarder manually” under User Function “Retarder lever activated braking” 

Using the second selecting method (focus on pair-wise ECU coverage only) gives 12 configurations. 
100% one-wise ECU coverage and 100% pair-wise ECU coverage are achieved. The coverage graph is 
shown in Figure 6.19 and the selected configuration list is shown in Figure 6.20: 

 

Figure 6.19 Coverage graph of selecting by focusing only on pair-wise ECU coverage for Use Case “Activate retarder 
manually” under User Function “Retarder lever activated braking” 

 

Figure 6.20 Configuration list of the selection result of selecting by focusing only on pair-wise ECU coverage for Use Case 
“Activate retarder manually” under User Function “Retarder lever activated braking” 

Using the third selecting method (focus on one-wise ECU coverage first, then on pair-wise ECU 
coverage) gives 18 configurations in total. The coverage graph is shown in Figure 6.21 and the 
selected configuration list is shown in Figure 6.22: 
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Figure 6.21 Coverage graph of selecting by focusing on one-wise ECU coverage first, then on pair-wise ECU coverage for 
Use Case “Activate retarder manually” under User Function “Retarder lever activated braking” 

 

Figure 6.22 Total configuration list of the selection result of selecting by focusing only on one-wise ECU coverage first, then 
on pair-wise ECU coverage for Use Case “Activate retarder manually” under User Function “Retarder lever activated 

braking”. The top 4 configurations marked with red are the 4 configurations must be used. The middle 8 configurations 
marked with green are not mandatory to be used. The bottom 6 grey configurations should never be used.  

Comparing the 2 coverage graphs in Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.21, it’s obvious that the one-wise ECU 
coverage in Figure 6.21 reaches 100% much earlier. According to the principle that reaching 100% 
one-wise ECU coverage is always the essential requirement while improving the pair-wise ECU 
coverage is in lower priority, fewer configurations can be chosen from the selected list. The 
reasonable configuration set for the third selecting method should be chosen by taking the top 4 – 
12 in the total list shown in Figure 6.22 (as it is shown by the brace in Figure 6.22, starting from the 
top first one and stopping at any one in the green area), otherwise it’s meaningless to use the third 
selecting method. In this way, 100% one-wise ECU coverage is always achieved and how much can 
be achieved on the pair-wise ECU coverage depends on how many extra configurations (than the 
first 4 essential configurations guarantee 100% one-wise ECU coverage) are taken. 
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Table 6-1 shows the summary of the selecting result by the 3 different selecting methods. Selecting 
method, number of the configurations to be used, one-wise / pair-wise ECU coverage achieved are 
listed:  

Table 6-1 Summary of the selecting result by the 3 different selecting methods of configuration selecting for Use Case 
“Activate retarder manually” under User Function “Retarder lever activated braking” 

Selecting method Num of conf One-wise ECU coverage Pair-wise ECU coverage 
1 4 100% 33.33% 
2 12 100% 100% 
3 4 – 12 100% 33.33 – 90.48% 

 

 

6.3.2 Configuration selecting on multi-AED 
For showing the selecting result of the configuration selecting on multi-AED, the example is taken 
from 18 AEDs of Change Request affected User Functions on one SOP Date. The selected AEDs are 
listed below: 

1. “UF54 – hazard warning signal” 
2. “UF68 – work light” 
3. “UF70 – external lighting” 
4. “UF80 – horn” 
5. “UF355 – remote engine start” 
6. “UF117 – speed limiter” 
7. “UF327 – powertrain load reduction” 
8. “UF355 – remote engine shutdown” 
9. “UF458 – foot plate” 
10. “UF468 – automatic neutral” 
11. “UF494 – PTO control” 
12. “UF506 – body-requested braking” 
13. “UF518 – bodywork interface configuration” 
14. “UF519 – inhibit vehicle operation” 
15. “UF521 – emergency shutdown” 
16. “UF524 – engine speed and torque control” 
17. “UF533 – driving light control” 
18. “UF535 – windscreen and headlamp cleaning” 

The information of Allocation Variant doesn’t exist today. Some AEs and FVs are set to optional by 
the guessing of the writer and talking with people working in REST, so that the variant information 
can be systematically generated. Based on the variant information for each single-AED, in total there 
are 720 configurations generated as the universal set to be selected from. 

Using the first selecting method (focus on one-wise ECU coverage only) gives 16 configurations. 
100% of one-wise ECU coverage and 78.65% of pair-wise ECU coverage are achieved. The coverage 
graph is shown in Figure 6.22 and the selected configuration list is shown in Figure 6.23: 
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Figure 6.23 Coverage graph of selecting by focusing only on one-wise ECU coverage for the 18 AEDs 

 

Figure 6.24 Configuration list of the selection result of selecting by focusing only on one-wise ECU coverage for the 18 AEDs 

Using the second selecting method (focus on pair-wise ECU coverage only) gives 36 configurations. 
100% one-wise ECU coverage and 100% pair-wise ECU coverage are achieved. The coverage graph is 
shown in Figure 6.25 and the selected configuration list is shown in Figure 6.26: 

 

Figure 6.25 Coverage graph of selecting by focusing only on pair-wise ECU coverage for the 18 AEDs 
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Figure 6.26 Configuration list of the selection result of selecting by focusing only on pair-wise ECU coverage for the 18 AEDs 

Using the third selecting method (focus on one-wise ECU coverage first, then on pair-wise ECU 
coverage) gives 38 configurations in total. The coverage graph is shown in Figure 6.27 and the 
selected configuration list is shown in Figure 6.28: 

 

Figure 6.27 Coverage graph of selecting by focusing on one-wise ECU coverage first, then on pair-wise ECU coverage for the 
18 AEDs 
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Figure 6.28 Total configuration list of the selection result of selecting by focusing only on one-wise ECU coverage first, then 
on pair-wise ECU coverage for the 18 AEDs. The top 16 configurations marked with red are the 16 configurations must be 
used. The middle 20 configurations marked with green are not mandatory to be used. The bottom 2 grey configurations 

should never be used.  

Similar with the previous condition, the reasonable configuration set for the third selecting method 
should be chosen by taking the top 16 – 36 in the total list shown in Figure 6.28 (as it is shown by the 
brace in Figure 6.28, starting from the top first one and stopping at any one in the green area), 
otherwise it’s meaningless to use the third selecting method. In this way, 100% one-wise ECU 
coverage is always achieved and how much can be achieved on the pair-wise ECU coverage depends 
on how many extra configurations (than the first 16 essential configurations guarantee 100% one-
wise ECU coverage) are taken. 

Table 6-2 shows the summary of the selecting result by the 3 different selecting methods. Selecting 
method, number of the configurations to be used, one-wise / pair-wise ECU coverage achieved are 
listed:  

Table 6-2 Summary of the selecting result by the 3 different selecting methods of configuration selecting for the 18 AEDs 

Selecting method Num of conf One-wise ECU coverage Pair-wise ECU coverage 
1 16 100% 78.65% 
2 36 100% 100% 
3 16 – 36 100% 78.65 – 99.87% 
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7 Summary and Conclusion 

This thesis is carried out at the System Integration and Testing Department in Scania. The scope is to 
analyze the impact of the variant handling approaches on embedded system testing in order to fulfill 
the variant handling requirement in ISO26262. According to the requirement in ISO26262 and the 
actual situation in REST/I in Scania, the approach can be broken down into two steps: systematic 
variant generating and automatic configuration selecting. The data source selected to use is the 
Allocation Element Diagram in Sesamm database.  

The structure of the User Functions in Sesamm database has 3 levels: UF – UC – SCN. The variant 
information should be indicated by different SCNs under UC. However, the SCNs existing today are 
not structured that way due to simplification since Sesamm database is not used under the purpose 
of systematic variant handling today, which causes troubles for complete variant information 
retrieving for testing. Essentially, the variant generating explained in section 5 can also be 
understood as generating correct SCNs. The data needed to generate variant information 
systematically today is not totally ready. The most important data which is missing is the Allocation 
Variant information. The proposed solution is to add a new property “Necessity” to AE and FV in the 
AED today indicating if the logical element is mandatory for supporting the User Function. In 
addition, the generated variant information would be clearer if the AED can be broken from User 
Function level to Use case level. Moreover, the complete ECU co-existing allowance rule should be 
built so that the computer gets the knowledge of how to combine the ECUs. Last but not least, the 
database needs to be cleaned up to get rid of the data noise caused by manual input information. 

After the variant information is generated, the automatic configuration selecting can be performed, 
which gives people suggested list of configurations to be used for testing. The target is to use as 
small as possible amount of configurations giving as large as possible coverage. The coverage here 
can be one-wise ECU coverage or pair-wise ECU coverage, which refers to the proportion of the 
tested ECUs / ECU-pairs among the total ECUs / ECU-pairs. Greedy best-first search is the searching 
algorithm used for the automatic selecting. The proposed automatic selecting method can work 
both on single-AED or multi-AED. The result shows that selecting configurations by looking at multi-
AED can give less configurations than by looking at single-AED several times since the configurations 
coving the overlapping ECUs between several AEDs can be reused. This is how the amount of 
configurations can be reduced. Based on which coverage to be focused on, 3 different selecting 
methods can be chosen depends on tradeoff between workload and coverage. Anyway, for all the 3 
methods, the selecting result can always guarantee 100% one-wise ECU coverage is achieved, which 
is the essential requirement.  

 Scania modular system usually brings huge amount of vehicles based on a variety of combining ways 
from several modules. It’s not feasible to test all configurations. In this case, as it is mentioned in the 
requirement in ISO26262, “a reasonable subset might be selected”. If we can guarantee that in each 
AED, each ECU from all possible configurations based on the variant of this AED is tested at least 
once and no fault comes, other untested configurations can be proved with relatively high 
confidence to be no faults since each needed software element for the User Function in each 
possible ECU is verified and according to the historic testing result, the problem of incompatibility 
between several ECUs happens quite rarely if those ECUs can work properly individually. In this way, 
the “reasonable subset” is chosen, which is required by ISO26262. In conclusion, in order to fulfill 
the variant handling requirement in ISO26262, to achieve 100% one-wise ECU coverage should 
always be the essential requirement, while 100% pair-wise ECU coverage is not so mandatory. 
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To sum up, Figure 7.1 shows the proposed variant handling approach for embedded system testing 
on complete vehicle level in Scania. The information marked with “*” are the information not 
available today. In each SOP date, the Change Request affect User Functions are usually interesting 
to test. The AEDs related with these interesting User Functions should be focused on and variant 
information should be generated. Finally, the recommended configurations to test can be selected. 

 

Figure 7.1 The proposed variant handling approach for complete vehicle level embedded system testing 

Using this proposed variant handling approach can help REST/I handle the variant systematically and 
automatically. The variant information which is only existed in human experience ambiguously 
before can be listed clearly now. Since all these work can be done automatically by computer, REST/I 
not only can work more efficiently by saving a lot of labor resource, but also can avoid mistakes 
caused by anthropogenic factors. 

The disadvantage of this approach mainly comes from the uncertainty of the feasibility. Evaluation is 
difficult to be performed since a lot of data needs to be completed before the approach really comes 
into use. Selecting configurations only based on coverage mathematically seems insufficiently. Some 
testing characteristics of the testing work in REST/I, such as risk-based testing [11], are quite 
important. Comparing with human experience, computers lack too much knowledge when do the 
selecting, which makes the selection inflexible. 

Based on the disadvantages, future work is explained in the next section. 
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8 Future work 

8.1 Supplementing missing information 

Analysis of the needed information for systematic variant generating in section 5.1 tells some 
important information which is missing today. So to make these information available is necessary 
for the proposed variant handling approach. 

Besides the mentioned suggestions in section 5.1, a better way to express the Allocation Variant can 
be not only the condition “mandatory” or “optional” individually, but also the condition “either 
with … or with …” based on more than one AE/FVs. 

Moreover, lacking the knowledge of buildability of the ECU combination is another problem for the 
proposed variant handling approach. Neither the variant generating nor configuration selecting 
process have the knowledge of buildability of the ECU combination. In Scania, some ECUs are only 
valid for buses while some are only valid for trucks. They can’t co-exist on one vehicle although they 
belong to different ECU families. It’s very hard to build a very general ECU co-existence covering all 
exceptional conditions. To solve this problem, getting help from the production data (OAS / PSM … 
database in Scania) is more effective. 

 

Figure 8.1 Enhanced handling approach for complete vehicle level embedded system testing 

Figure 8.1 shows an enhanced variant handling approach. With the help of the information from 
production data, the invalid ECU combinations can be filtered out both on variant generating phase 
and when universal configuration set are built for selecting. Additionally, only with the ECU 
combination information is not enough for building a real vehicle in Scania. The other physical 
information, such as mechanical information is also needed. These information is only available in 
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the production data. So with the production data, we can move one step further for selecting real 
vehicle to test for REST. 

Finally, the implemented selecting method is only based on mathematics. Every ECU in the variant 
data of one AED shares the same importance. It would be beneficial to add the functionality of risk-
based selecting into the automatic configuration selecting. This needs to add the new “risk” 
information for each ECU, which should affect the evaluation function for each configuration to help 
the computer make smarter choice. ASIL level, which is required in ISO26262 does not exist in Scania 
today. Once the ASIL level classification is done for each ECU in the future, it can be an input of the 
“risk” information. 

 

8.2 Better change tracking 

Only focusing on the effects brought from changes is a brilliant way to improve the efficiency of 
testing. As it is shown in Figure 7.1, the interesting AEDs come from the Change Request affected 
User Function. So the changes are only tracked on User Function level nowadays. However, usually 
not all of the UC / SCN under this UF or all of the ECUs in UC/SCN are totally affected. In order to be 
able to work even more efficiently, the changes shall be tracked on lower level. In the future, if the 
information of which Use Case, or which Scenario can be known, more unnecessary testing work can 
be avoided.  

 

8.3 Logical interface analysis 

In this thesis, the method of configuration selecting is trying to cover as many ECUs / ECU-pairs as 
possible for each AED. This method can only treats the same ECU used in different User Functions 
totally different, which means the same ECU in different User Functions must be tested separately 
regardless of which software element in this ECU is used. 

Instead of focusing on ECU, which on the system angle, a better method might be focusing on the 
interface on logical angle. The logical interface can be understood as the structure of a group of 3 
logical elements in AED: one transmitting AE, the transmitted FV and the receiving AE. The 
alternative testing coverage metrics can be the proportion of the tested logical interfaces among the 
total logical interfaces. Sometimes the scenarios might be although the same ECU is used in different 
User Functions, the same software element in this ECU is used, which is unnecessary to perform all 
testing on these scenarios. For example, the ECU Tachograph usually can be with or without. This 
kind of variant appears in most of the AEDs needing the vehicle speed information. Figure 8.2 shows  

 

Figure 8.2 Example of the same logical interfaces being re-used in several AEDs. The 3 examples are taken from the AEDs of 
“UF80 Horn”, “UF358 Conditional output signals” and “UF534 Direction Indicator” 
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3 example AEDs. If the new logical interface coverage metrics is used as the evaluation function for 
automatic selecting, more unnecessary testing work can be saved but still guarantee the variant 
handling requirement in ISO26262 is fulfilled. If one interface is tested without faults in one AED, we 
can prove that the same interface in other AEDs can work without faults. 

Another advantage logical interface might bring is that the Allocation Variant might be found 
through the analysis. The idea is to find out the potential redundancy of the logical interface. In one 
AED, the same AE receiving the FVs with the same FV number might be assumed to be redundant. 
For the example shown in Figure 8.3, the AE319 is receiving 3 groups of FVs with the same FV 
number (FV936, FV765, FV939) from AE265, AE321, AE144. We can guess the 3 transmitting AEs 
might be optional. The Allocation Variant information mining from the logical interface in this way 
can be the future work. 

 

Figure 8.3 Example of one AE receiving the FVs with the same FV number. Example is taken from the AED of “UF496 level 
adjustment” 

 

8.4 Selecting optimization 

As it is explained in section 6.1.4, the disadvantage of the greedy best-first-search algorithm is that 
the result can’t be proved to be optimal. Investigating for better searching algorithm which can give 
optimal selecting result can be a future work.  

In addition, for using the greedy best-first-search algorithm, there’s still some room for 
improvement of the searching algorithm. In each selecting iteration, there are always a lot of 
configurations giving the same coverage which is highest, and the algorithm is to always pick up the 
first one encountered. This approach seems to be rigid, which is a point can be optimized. For 
example, in the selection result shown in Figure 6.24, the last 3 configurations only differ on the 
GMS ECU family since only 3 different GMS ECUs in no.13 AED are untested, which seems to be an 
unwise selection. Under this circumstance, the smarter alternative selection can be picking the 
configuration covering ECUs of other ECU families as widely spreaded as possible although they have 
already been covered before. In the future, better evaluation function (including better coverage 
metrics) can be found to reduce the duplication, or smarter ways can be found to pick out the best 
configuration among those giving the same highest coverage.  

Last but not least, it would be beneficial to optimize the selection result by relating the automatic 
selecting with the regression test in REST/I. Similar with the third selecting method, after the one-
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wise coverage reaches 100%, it might be interesting to start selecting by looking at the coverage of 
all the rest AEDs in Sesamm database, so that the AEDs not affected by the Change Request can also 
be tested. 

 

8.5 ISO26262 further gap reduction 

Based on the gap analysis in section 3.2, to reduce the gap between ISO26262 and Scania, some 
work can be done in the future. Functional Safety related work needs to be systematized. Each 
standard-required vehicle level requirement-based test work needs to be planned clearly about 
which level to test on. Some requirement which is not tested deeply in REST/I should be guaranteed 
to be tested deeply on lower level testing group. Further investigation should be done for the 
sufficiency of compliance of the standard if some test activities are only performed in test 
environment of integration lab, without being conducted on real vehicle platform. 
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Abbreviations 

ABS: Anti-lock Brake System 

AE: Allocation Element 

AED: Allocation Element Diagram 

ASIL: Automotive Safety Integrity Levels 

BCI: Bodywork Communication Interface 

BMS: Brake Management System 

CAN: Controller Area Network 

CEPPSS: Continuous Evolution of Properties Planned in Small Steps 

COO: Coordinator System 

CR: Change Request 

EBS: Electronic Brake System 

ECU: Electronic Control Unit 

EMS: Engine Management System 

FV: Function Variable 

GMS: Gearbox Management System 

ICL: Instrument Cluster System 

MSC: Message Sequence Chart 

RET: Retarder 

SCN: Scenario 

Sesamm: Scania Electrical System Architecture Made for Modularization and Maintenance 

SMS: Suspension Management System 

SOP: Start of Production 

SOPS: Scania On-board Product Specification 

TCO: Tachograph 

UC: Use Case 

UF: User Function 
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